Who is a Bigabider?

A Bigabider is a talented person who understands that their talents shine best in chorus with other talented people. Our leaders don't hide in offices but work beside us. Our newest employees are as equally important as our oldest. Through transparency and respect, all of our team members share ideas and uplift each other in work and in life. We have learned that our technology reaches and inspires our desired audiences when we all get along this way. If this is how you are, then you're a Bigabider!

Here’s Some Fancy Icons That Represent Who We Are

Unshakably transparent  Driven by results  Symbiotic  Work seriously to have serious fun

Provide constructive, positive critique  Know what we don’t know and ask for help  Honest and authentic to the core

What is the Timeline?

All stages will take under 2 weeks

1. Review C.V & schedule a phone interview (Up to 2 days)
   *We respond to all applicants

2. In-person interview (Up to 2 days)

3. "Talent Show", an opportunity to show your talent (Up to 3 days)

4. Any participant in the "Talent Show" WINS A MEAL VOUCHER!

5. Same Day
   Review your "Talent Show"

6. Same Day
   Short HR interview, so we can get to know the person behind the talent

7. Up to 10 days
   Go Over References

8. Same Day
   Discuss Our Offer

How Can You Prepare?

Besides your C.V. and preparing for whatever we suggest for the Talent Show, please review our website - bigabid.com. It's something you can navigate easily and explore quickly. There are lots of new articles that may pertain to your field of interest, which also demonstrate how we love to promote our family of employees. You will also find our glossary very useful. And here's our LinkedIn - linkedin.com/company/bigabid to discover more about our talented team.

You will receive a short survey via email. Please take a moment to complete that as we are always refining our hiring process.

No question or request is too great or small, so please let us know if you have any.

Good luck!

The Bigabiders